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FROM THE PRESIDENT
The Mill Valley Historical Society is pleased to present our latest Review magazine.
The stories herein illustrate how people from wide-ranging places and cultures have
applied their creativity and hard work to make Mill Valley such a vibrant place—and
in turn have shown how this vibrant place has influenced them. Together, these stories
highlight how openness and adaptability are key factors that help explain Mill Valley’s
outsized cultural contributions to literature, art, design, and environmentalism.
The talented writers behind these stories drew extensively from historical
materials collected and made available through staff at the Mill Valley Public Library
and volunteers with the Historical Society. Abby Wasserman, the Review editor,
guided this project with her invaluable leadership and sensibilities, working
alongside the Historical Society’s publications committee.
In addition to this magazine, the Historical Society continues to offer a variety of
activities and programs, with some necessary adjustments to navigate through the
pandemic. Our First Wednesday monthly speakers’ series meets as an online event.
We continue to gather and publish oral histories and have expanded our online
bookstore. Our annual Walk into History guided tours will return this year after a
two-year pandemic hiatus and will highlight the route of the Mt. Tamalpais and Muir
Woods Scenic Railway. These tours coincide with our ongoing work to restore the
last remaining significant piece of the railway—a 1921 Heisler steam locomotive—
and find it a new home for public display. And, we have launched a new initiative to
place interpretive signs at historically significant locations around Mill Valley.
Thanks to the contributors to Review, the volunteers who help bring the publication to life, and our advertisers, who believe in what we do. I would also like to thank
all of the Historical Society’s volunteers and members for their continuing support.
Best regards,
Eric Macris
MILL VALLEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Interior of tea house built by Al Klyce.
Photo by Steven Pitsenbarger.
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This undated photo, titled
“Boys at train station,”
features (at left) one of
the three sons (either
Henry or Leonard) of
William Agazelow, Mill
Valley's first Jewish
resident. His friends are
identified as Walter Muntz
and Delbert Westcott. See
"Jewish Lights," page 24.
Courtesy of the Lucretia
Little History Room, Mill
Valley Public Library.

T H E H O NG S :

In the early 1890s, a peddler named Hong Ngung walked the
roads and paths of Mill Valley selling fruits and vegetables.

BY LIS SA Mc KEE
with additional research
by Phil Rhodes

Several photographs survive of him, dressed in distinctive Cantonese clothing and
carrying two large woven baskets hanging from a shoulder pole. Within a few years
of the town’s founding, he opened a small store called Suey Kee, believed to be
Mill Valley’s first grocery. The history of the Suey Kee Market, which operated on
Throckmorton Avenue until 1959, is more than an account of Mill Valley’s pastoral
early years. The Hong family (Chinese convention places the surname first) and their
business partners encountered challenges unique to Chinese immigrants that forced
them into a pattern of international journeys for nearly half a century.
Hong Ngung arrived in California in 1874 at the age of 18 from the Chinese province
of Guangdong (Canton). The southeast province encompassed the Pearl River Delta
and, at its mouth on the South China Sea, the British Protectorate of Hong Kong with
its international trade connections. Conflict, social upheaval, and famine, in large
part due to western commercial and military engagements in southern China, drove
some 2 million mainland Chinese to emigrate in the 19th century. A majority left from
Guangdong and the adjacent Fujian province, the ancestral homeland of many who
participated in the California gold rush and the building of railroads in the western

Mill Valley’s First Grocers
Clockwise from top left:
Immigration photo of Hong
Ngung, most likely taken in 1874,
when he arrived in America.
From National Archives and
Records Administration
immigration files at San Bruno.
Courtesy of Jennie Hong Louie.
Hong Ngung at Toohey’s gate on
Lovell Avenue, circa 1890–1900.
Prior to opening Suey Kee & Co.,
Hong peddled produce door-todoor, gaining a reputation for
trustworthy service. Courtesy of
the Lucretia Little History Room,
Mill Valley Public Library.
Exterior of Suey Kee Market at
41 Throckmorton Avenue, Mill
Valley, circa 1930. Courtesy of
Jennie Hong Louie.
Hong Wing Yuen, taken in 1933
when he was 41 years old and
a successful owner/manager of
the Suey Kee Market. He was
a scholar, educated in China.
Courtesy of Jennie Hong Louie.

United States in the 1860s and 1870s. However, as some Chinese immigrants entered
the skilled trades, the economic downturn of the early 1870s fueled xenophobic antiChinese politics in the western states and led to policies to expel the Chinese. In some
communities this resulted in mob violence, arson, and murder. The late 19th century
was thus an extremely difficult and isolating period for the Chinese in America. Labor
organizations and anti-Chinese leagues pressured businesses to fire their Chinese
employees, many of whom returned to China. The population of numerous western
American Chinese communities dropped by half or more.
In 1882, the Chinese Exclusion Act suspended immigration for 10 years, prohibited
citizenship for Chinese immigrants, and generally prevented Chinese men from
bringing spouses to the United States. However, there were exceptions. Non-laboring
classes such as diplomats, students, ministers, and merchants were exempted in
order to conform with trade agreements with China. There was a long tradition in
Guangdong of a market economy dealing in commodities, so it is not surprising that
Hong Ngung (also called Hong Suey), having persevered during this period, was
working as a peddler in San Francisco by 1880 and living in a boarding house located
between Front and Battery Streets. He evidently accrued sufficient capital to return to
China, using the merchant exemption to the Chinese Exclusion Act in order to marry
and start a family, which he then supported by returning to the United States.

MOVING TO MARIN
ong crossed into Marin County in the 1880s to sell produce as a vendor for a
San Francisco business identified as the Chee San Tong Company of 710 Dupont
Street (now Grant Avenue). Chinese peddlers primarily served their own communities,
and because some 12 percent of Marin County residents were born in China, according
to the 1880 federal census (which listed 65 Chinese in the Sausalito township alone),
Hong Ngung’s customers would have included railroad workers, laborers, fishermen,
laundrymen, servants, and cooks. Four of his countrymen worked at the Blithedale
Hotel in Mill Valley, owned at the time by Harriet Cushing.

H
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Still, working here was a daring move for Chinese immigrants,
given that, as elsewhere, they were often targets of hostility.
When Chinese men were employed to construct the SausalitoBolinas Road in the 1870s, a San Rafael anti-Chinese workingmen’s
group had protested. In the 1880s the Sausalito News complained
that Chinese peddlers who arrived from San Francisco competed
with resident businesses that paid taxes. The newspaper often
criticized the presence of Chinese immigrants and declared “the
Chinese must go.”
According to a March 1935 Mill Valley Record retrospective,
Hong had his first store in Sausalito, although it may have been
a storage structure for the produce he sold door-to-door. The
same article said that he traveled to Tiburon and Belvedere
before establishing his Mill Valley store. Some time in 1889 he
may have walked toward Blithedale Canyon to find customers
among summer camp residents. This is likely when Hong met
surveying engineer Michael M. O’Shaughnessy, who supervised
the realignment of the North Pacific Coast Railroad branch line
into Mill Valley, constructed by a Chinese crew.
Hong and O’Shaughnessy, an enterprising Irish immigrant,
established a business relationship that lasted for decades. After
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O’Shaughnessy acquired prime parcels in the new downtown Mill
Valley, the January 30, 1897 issue of the Sausalito News reported,
using a common slur of the period, that “yellow fellows” had
rented one of O’Shaughnessy’s buildings and established a
vegetable store, purchased a delivery wagon, and leased a garden
plot near the Millwood subdivision in order to raise produce.
Hong worked with several partners and likely also found
community with the Chinese immigrants who operated a laundry
in an adjacent building. His wagon delivered fruit and vegetables
to customers in the morning and returned filled with laundry.
The report concluded by noting that “the arrival of the vegetable
vendors has increased Mill Valley’s Chinatown to two houses.”
Hong named his store “Suey Kee,” following a Cantonese
tradition to name a store with “Kee” as the ending. In December
1898, he made news with the rail delivery of 2,000 sacks of
potatoes, which he stored at the Irish quarter of O’Shaughnessy’s
property, imparting a “true Hibernian flavor” to the spuds. An

Chinese immigrants arrive in San Francisco. Between 1910 and 1940,
approximately 175,000 Chinese men, women, and children passed
through Angel Island. Most made the journey on ships sailing from
Hong Kong to the West Coast. National Archives Collection, featured
in the exhibition at U.S. Immigration Station, Angel Island.

Chinese marriage certificate of Hong Wing
Yuen and Sung Sit See, 1932. From National
Archives and Records Administration files,
San Bruno. Courtesy of Jennie Hong Louie.

1898 panoramic photograph of downtown Mill Valley depicts the
small wood-framed market on the north side of Eastland Boarding
Stable. According to Bill Provine’s oral history at the Mill Valley
Library, one entered the market down a wooden walkway. The
laundry was in the back. By the mid-1890s, Wheeler Martin’s
general store, C.L. Storck’s Pioneer Market, and J.E. Bundy’s
Imperial Market had opened for business, but Hong’s frugality,
business strategy, and prime location secured his shop’s longevity.

BUSINESS PARTNERS
t is likely that Hong boarded with his partners and possibly
shared some expenses with the men operating the laundry on
the same lot. This cooperative was a common living arrangement
for many Chinese immigrants well into the 20th century because
of the long-standing barriers preventing Chinese women from
immigrating. Hong’s wife and children remained in China during
these decades. Although a merchant could bring his family to the
United States, it would have been costly and heavily scrutinized by
government authorities. The result was a trans-Pacific bachelor
community for the majority of Chinese immigrants in America.
Hong made four trips back to China between 1885 and 1911,
each involving monthlong voyages. During his longest absence,
1907 to 1911, the store was managed by partners Hong Nin,
Hong Chuck, and Hong Kim. By this time, the Mill Valley Record
evidently considered Hong one of the town’s own. Confusing
his name with that of his store, as it often did, the newspaper
announced his return:

I

Suey Kee, proprietor of the Suey Kee fruit stand, on
Throckmorton Avenue, has taken up his residence in Mill
Valley after a three-year visit to China, and will personally look
after his business interests here. He expresses great delight
in again becoming a resident of the Capital of Fairyland.

Hong Ngung’s pleasure at returning to Mill Valley may have
been mixed with relief, because he had been detained for at least
two weeks and interrogated at the Angel Island Immigration
Station upon his return to San Francisco. Despite having lived
and worked in the United States since 1874, he had to prove again
that he was a merchant. Apparently, his certificate of residency,
verifying his history in the United States, had been destroyed
in the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire. The immigration
official questioned him about his age, his origins, the loss of the
Certificate of Residency, his previous trips back to China, his
wife, his children and their travels, his finances, his business
connections over the years, his partners in Mill Valley, and the
names of people whom he knew in Mill Valley. The loss of most
official records kept in San Francisco at that time was used by
some immigrants as an opportunity to claim previous residency
and was one factor in the establishment of the immigration and
quarantine facility of Angel Island in 1910.
Hong Ngung had by this time purchased eight lots on Block 1
of Tamalpais Land and Water Company Map 7. The lots were
along Miller, where the Buddhist Temple of Marin is now located.
It was fortunate that he had been able to purchase the land when
he did because in 1913 California passed the Alien Land Law,
which was subsequently tightened in 1920 and 1923. Primarily
a response to the increase of farm ownership by Japanese
immigrants, these laws prohibited those ineligible for citizenship
from owning agricultural land or possessing long-term leases of
land. As Asians were the only ones affected by this designation,
they were in effect prohibited from buying any land.
Hong Ngung sold two of his lots along Miller in March of 1913.
He may have needed the capital to expand his operations. His
20-year-old son, Hong Wing Yuen, arrived in 1912, presumably
under the merchant or student exemption, to assist in the
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a year at the business and was about to apply for a merchant’s
return certificate. When Hong Ngung died in Guangdong in 1924,
the Mill Valley Record printed a lengthy obituary. “He came in his
Chinese costume,” it read in part, “completed with a Chinese
sunshade hat and so, up and down the trails he traveled, always
a welcome caller, because of his unfailing courtesy and his habit
of giving satisfactory service…. He earned a deserved prosperity,
by his honesty and fair dealing and he won not only customers,
but friends from among the townspeople.” Hong Wing Yuen
remained in Guangdong, married, and reportedly operated
a candy business until he returned to Mill Valley in 1927 to
participate in the Suey Kee firm.
According to local Mill Valley Market businessman Bob
Canepa’s research on Mill Valley grocers, there were some 15
other markets around the community by the 1920s. In December
1928, the Mill Valley Record reported that the small Suey Kee
store at 41 Throckmorton was to be remodeled. A May 1930
legal announcement published in the Mill Valley Record names
the Suey Kee business partners at this time as Hong Wing Yuen,
Hong Chuck, Hong Sun, and Hong Gar. In November 1931, as
part of settling his father’s estate, Hong Wing Yuen announced
the sale of the remaining six lots on Miller Avenue. The property
presumably had gained in value as that neighborhood was
developed for retail and housing.

EXPANDING THE BUSINESS
lues to strategies used by the Suey Kee Market to survive
the Depression include the April 1931 “Red Letter Day” sales
and January 1932 advertisements offering AsterGlow Chinaware
free with coupons earned by customers. The store expanded to
include dry goods, vegetables, fruit, fish, poultry, and eventually
canned goods and meat. In October 1934, the business moved
temporarily to 338 Miller Avenue so that a new one-story 50-footwide brick store could be constructed on the Throckmorton
Avenue site by O’Shaughnessy, who had approved a new 10-year
lease with the partners. The Suey Kee Market was installed in
its new building at 41-43 Throckmorton Avenue by March 1935.
Several congratulatory articles were published in the Mill Valley
Record, at this time noting the firm’s long history in the town.
In the meantime, Hong Wing Yuen’s wife died, and in 1932 he
returned to Guandong, having contracted an arranged marriage
with a young woman named Sung Sit See. Even then to be allowed
to return to the United States with a wife, he was required to
prepare an affidavit as a “domiciled merchant.” When the couple
arrived in February 1933, Hong’s paperwork was sufficient for him
to proceed to Mill Valley, but his new wife, only 18 and a country
girl according to her daughter Jennie Louie, was detained for a
month on Angel Island for questioning. Angel Island immigration
records, now preserved at the National Archives and Records
Administration, Pacific Regional Branch at San Bruno, include
24 single-spaced pages of questions the young woman, through
a translator, was required to answer, with the risk of deportation
if authorities determined fraud was involved. Years later she told
her daughter that this month was the worst period of her life.

C
Sit See Hong at home in Mill Valley with her children (from left) Jennie,
Joy, and Charles, early 1940s. From Hong family album, courtesy of
Jennie Hong Louie.

business about the time that business partner Hong Chuck
returned to China for a visit. In January 1916, the Mill Valley
Record reported that “Suey Kee” was about to construct a store
on his lot on Throckmorton Avenue. This is likely when the
shop moved into a second building at 41 Throckmorton, next
to where the Sequoia Theater would be built in 1929. The Suey
Kee Market advertised regularly in the Mill Valley Record at this
time: “Fruits and Vegetables at the lowest price.” In 1919, the
market purchased a new delivery truck for home deliveries to
customers in the growing community. The business also served
as an ad hoc hiring hall for Chinese job seekers. In this period, a
series of notices was placed in the Record to inquire at the Suey
Kee Market about men seeking work as cooks or willing to do
gardening, laundry, cleaning, general work, or odd jobs.
In 1921 Hong Ngung left the business in the hands of Hong
Chuck and his partners and, accompanied by his son Hong Wing
Yuen, returned to China one last time. Before he left, he testified
before a notary that his son had been working for more than
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Upon approval of her immigration status, Hong Sit See joined
her husband in their home on Sunnyside Avenue not far from
the store. Hong enrolled his wife in classes to learn English and
American-style cooking. In the next six years she bore three
children: Charles, Jennie, and Joy.

HARD TIMES
ragedy struck in 1939 when, during a nine-day heat spell,
Hong Wing Yuen suddenly collapsed and died at the Suey
Kee Market. His wife and small children were left dependent on
the market’s partners. Sit See Hong, now using the western form
of her name, could not own property as an “alien ineligible for
citizenship,” so the family lived in a series of homes owned by
relatives in the Sunnyside tract. As the children reached school
age, she assisted Hong Chuck and Hong Sun in running the
market. The brick building had wooden floors and the half-length
store windows typical of the period. The butcher was located
on the left side as one entered, with the vegetable counter at
the back. The market sold wine and liquor, a variety of produce,
canned goods, and fish, as well as a pot of boiled crabs. Supplies
were kept in the back room, and cans and bottles were stored
downstairs in the basement.
As citizens born in the United States, Hong Ngung’s grandchildren spent their childhood like many suburban children in
Mill Valley. Charles, Jennie, and Joy grew up largely unaware of
the racial discrimination suffered by the older generations. Angel
Island had closed after a fire in 1940, and the United States finally
repealed the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1943 to appease China, a
key ally in the war with Japan. In 1952, the Supreme Court of the
United States invalidated remaining Alien Land Laws as violations of the 14th Amendment. Although the Hong children spoke
Cantonese at home, they spoke English at school and became
aware of their difference only from their peers in high school.
Jennie Hong, who graciously shared her memories and family
research for this narrative, earned a lifetime membership in the
California Scholarship Federation, was Tamalpais High School

T

Left: Charles Hong’s Tam High senior portrait, 1953. Right: Joy Hong’s
Tam High senior portrait, 1956. Pai yearbook photos, courtesy of the
Lucretia Little History Room, Mill Valley Public Library.

Student Body Treasurer, and a commencement speaker at her
graduation. She received a Daughters of the American Revolution
award for a composition she wrote on the Constitution, receiving
a little satchel with 10 silver dollars as her prize. Charles ran
track and took photos around campus for school publications. At
graduation he was honored for four years of perfect attendance.
Joy was on the yearbook staff, a member of the Math Club and
Honor T, and played tennis. They were the kind of kids you want
your children to be friends with, yet Jennie remembered her
mother being approached inside the store by the mother of a boy
who had dated Joy to say that the dating must not continue.
From the time they were young, the Hong children were
responsible for tasks at the store after school and on Saturdays.
When Charles received his driver’s license, he drove the delivery
truck while Jennie did the accounts. The young people’s future
plans did not include running Suey Kee Market. Each attended
College of Marin before going on to university. Charles graduated
from the University of Hawaii in business, Jennie from UC
Berkeley in business administration, and Joy from Golden
Gate University in accounting. Charles settled permanently in
Hawaii, where he worked in sales first for Procter & Gamble and
then for Wyatt Laboratories Pharmaceutical. Jennie married
San Francisco native Sam Louie and they raised their family in
San Francisco. Joy moved long ago to Iowa. As is true of many
American families, Hong Ngung’s grandchildren built their adult
lives away from their hometown.
In January 1958, partner Hong Chuck died at 81. The Suey Kee
Market continued to be operated by Hong Sun and Sit See Hong,
but competition from larger and more modern markets outside of
the small downtown location eventually led to the closing of the
store. On December 31, 1959, the Mill Valley Record reported that
Max Staley, proprietor of Sonapa Farms, had acquired the Suey
Kee & Co. building. Today, Playa restaurant occupies the building
that housed the oldest grocery store in Mill Valley.
Lissa McKee is currently working on the history of a 19th-century Sacramento
business also affected by anti-Chinese politics. The story of the Hong family
illustrates the experience of just one family out of more than half a million
Chinese immigrants.

Jennie Hong Louie and Sam Louie, 2022. Photo by Abby Wasserman.
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The
Language
of Place:
Four
Mill Valley
Writers

BY ELODIE TOWNSEND

M

any small towns
in America can
claim literary backgrounds, but
few do it with as much verve and
attention to detail as Mill Valley.
On the precipice of urban life and wilderness, Mill
Valley provides a timeless, enchanting backdrop
for works of fiction and poetry, historical accounts,
music, and more. Those who reside here already
know this, of course. One look at the slopes of Mt.
Tamalpais, equal parts mystic and ominous, strikes a
certain lyricism into the heart of even the most wordaverse wanderer.
There are countless writers I could have chosen
for this piece. All are of vital importance to the
literary fabric of Mill Valley and carry with them
vastly different styles of prose, verse, and historical
knowledge. But writing about all of them would
necessitate a book unto itself, and therefore I have
selected, with much deliberation, four authors of
local renown to focus on, in four distinct genres and
fields. In their works Mill Valley is a vessel, a block of
clay waiting to be shaped by patient hands.

Z
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Jane Hirshfield
A longtime Mill Valley resident, Jane Hirshfield has written
nine collections of poetry and two collections of essays, and has
garnered the National Book Award, the Bay Area Book Reviewers
Award, and the Milley Award for Creative Achievement (2006),
and has been a finalist for the PEN USA Award and the National
Book Critics award. She has edited and co-translated four books
of historic poetry, taught at Stanford, UC Berkeley, the University
of San Francisco, and the Bennington MFA Writing Seminars, and
served as chancellor of the Academy of American Poets from 2012
to 2017.
Hirshfield’s poetry is influenced by a wide array of literary,
intellectual, and spiritual movements and traditions. After
earning a degree from Princeton in the school’s first graduating
class to include women, she spent eight years studying at the
San Francisco Zen Center. Her verse largely reflects these
varied influences; it is deceptively simple in construction, yet
deeply philosophical and metaphysical. Concepts of inception
and profound empathy are hallmarks of her work. Her keen
ability to pair grounded observation with near-cosmic levels of
engagement with the natural world and human conscience make
her poetry infinitely digestible, yet unquestionably complex. In
her words, “Every poet also inherits a language of saying and a
language of being.” She draws inspiration and camaraderie from
fellow Mill Valley artists and writers with whom she has formed
lasting friendships, including Katy Butler, Jacques Leslie, Joyce
Maynard, and Naomi Newman. She and Mill Valley filmmaker
Gary Yost made a short film with her poems and his videos of the
mountain. “I was just so happy to have been welcomed into the
roster of people [that] this community, which has given me so
much and been my home for 40 years now, has found worthy of
acknowledging.”
The influence of Gary Snyder, who lived in Mill Valley for a
brief time, particularly resonates. “Tom Killion and I and Gary
did a long-ago event together celebrating their joint book on
Mt. Tam, [in] which I have a poem. Gary’s allegiance to the wild,
the human, and their interconnection and co-inhabitance of one
another; his inclusion and honoring of First People’s awareness
from the very start; his Zen heart-mind and translations of Han
Shan; his allegiance to family, to love, and to living in a way
fundamentally connected to long-term realities; his ecologically
opened eyes—all these created the world of seeing, saying, and
understanding I came up into. That’s how it is with community—
the web of connection is multiple and long-lasting.”
Hirshfield’s eco-poetic leanings and allegorical awareness of
the ethical balance of life and language mark her as a vital poet
for Mill Valley residents—past, present, and future. “That’s what
poetry does,” Hirshfield says, “sieves the big questions with the
net of a blossoming wild plum tree, nearby mountain, or bee
hovering halfway inside the tangle of jasmine.”
Above: Jane Hirshfield, undated. Photo © Nick Rozsa.
Below: Molly Giles in Old Mill Park, 2022. Photo by Ralph Brott.
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There is an urgency about Hirshfield’s poems, despite their
quietude in delivery and domesticity. It’s a feeling inextricably
tied to change, and Mill Valley is a place that has been both willing
and reluctant to metamorphosize, often simultaneously. The poem
“Let Them Not Say,” published in 2017, serves as an example of
Hirshfield’s intuition, craft, and philosophical influences, making
it an ideal poem for a Mill Valley resident to read:
Let Them Not Say

Let them not say: we did not see it.
We saw.
Let them not say: we did not hear it.
We heard.
Let them not say: they did not taste it.
We ate, we trembled.
Let them not say: it was not spoken, not written.
We spoke,
we witnessed with voices and hands.
Let them not say: they did nothing.
We did not-enough.
Let them say, as they must say something:
A kerosene beauty.
It burned.
Let them say we warmed ourselves by it,
read by its light, praised,
and it burned.
©Jane Hirshfield, 2017

Hirshfield’s publications, in both poetry and essay, include
Ledger (2020), The Beauty (2015), Ten Windows: How Great Poems
Transform the World (2015), Come, Thief (2011), Given Sugar, Given
Salt (2001), and Nine Gates: Entering the Mind of Poetry (1997). Her
works of co-translation and editing include The Heart of Haiku
(2011) and Women in Praise of the Sacred: Forty-Three Centuries of
Spiritual Poetry by Women (1994).
Her poetic connections to Mill Valley run deep. In an email
exchange with Review editor Abby Wasserman, she wrote, “I’m
a poet at times like a plein air painter—I draw from what I see.
Except that instead of visual lines and color and shapes, I draw
the terrain of poetry: the landscape where inner and outer
experience coincide. I can see Mt. Tam from my house’s windows,
and over the years, many poems have rooted themselves in that
relationship to something larger than I am, more filled with
hidden lives than can be known. This of course is also the stuff
of our own lives—they too are larger than we are, and past full
knowing, something both intimate and far.”

Molly Giles
Molly Giles is a celebrated author and editor whose work has
spanned decades and garnered many accolades. Primarily working
in short fiction, Giles has been awarded two Pushcart Prizes, an
O. Henry Prize, a National Book Critics Circle Award for Book
Reviewing, and a Flannery O’Connor Award, among others. She
has taught at many universities, including San Francisco State,
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the University of Arkansas, and San Jose State. Her most notable
works include Rough Translations, Bothered, Creek Walk and Other
Stories, and Iron Shoes, a novel.
Giles lived in Mill Valley from fourth grade to her sophomore
year at Tam High, when her family moved to San Anselmo. She
now resides in Woodacre. As for her Mill Valley influence, many of
Giles’ stories, both directly and indirectly, relate to her relationship
with nature. In an email interview with Abby Wasserman, she
described her home in Mill Valley in a way that will seem familiar
to many residents, past and present: “My parents bought a huge,
beautiful old house they couldn’t afford to heat, maintain, or
furnish on Molino Avenue in 1951; the property was dark, densely
forested with redwoods, and extended all the way down to the
creek on Ethel Avenue. I was nine years old, ran wild, and loved it.”
A reader searching for an explicitly Mill Valley-set story
should look no further than “Talking to Strangers” in Giles’
collection Creek Walk. This short story is an account of one
woman’s fateful meeting with the very real Trailside Killer,
who stalked the trails of Bay Area parks from 1979 to 1981, and
killed three of his victims on Mt. Tamalpais. The story comes
with a content warning; the descriptions of murder and brutal
sexual assault are stark and violent. Many Mill Valley and Bay
Area residents may not want to relive this particular period, in
which the otherwise safe and serene parks were deemed too
dangerous to traverse alone. Still, “Talking to Strangers” paints a
picture of the darker side of the beauty and isolation many seek
on the slopes of Mt. Tam. Giles’ prose is at once stunning and
devastating in its morose detail.
I used to hike the mountain, though…. Your own place for your
own thoughts; that’s hard to find sometimes, I know. But you’ve
found it here. I am impressed. Solitude. Privacy. You can run
along the shore here, or turn somersaults, or take your clothes
off, or talk out loud. You’re talking now. You’re saying “help.”
You’re saying “help” in a low voice, looking from side to side,
half-smiling as if this is all very funny.

Giles recalled her memories of how she reacted to the
grim reality of the murders: “I had always loved to walk on the
mountain. I knew walking alone was no longer safe, and, what
can I say—I was mad. It felt like another ugly imposition on my
freedom. I was sitting at my desk one night after my daughters
were in bed and the first line of the story came to me. I heard
it spoken. ‘I know you don’t know me,’ this dead girl said. I
have never had an experience like that since, never channeled
a stranger’s voice, much as I’ve longed to. I am grateful for the
story but have never been absolutely convinced that I wrote it.”
Many of her works of short fiction are directly inspired by Mill
Valley and Marin, but do not take place in the county explicitly.
She has great admiration for other Mill Valley writers, she told
Wasserman: “Gina Berriault was my teacher at San Francisco
State and she remains my hero—a beautiful writer. Leonard
Gardner’s perfect novel, Fat City, is one I’ve taught in workshop
after workshop. Susan Trott is a master of plot and mischief, and
I love Cyra McFadden, so wise and funny, and I will always miss
John L. Wasserman, that brilliant kid.”

Molly Giles’ latest collection of short fiction, Wife with Knife,
was published by Leapfrog Press in November of 2021, and
Leapfrog will release her second novel, The Home for Unwed
Husbands, in 2022–23.

Betty Goerke
An anthropologist and archeologist who taught both fields at
College of Marin for more than three decades, Betty Goerke grew
up in Illinois, but has lived in Mill Valley since 1962. She studied at
Radcliffe before receiving a master’s degree in history from
Northwestern and later in anthropology from San Francisco State.
She has conducted archeological fieldwork in California, Colorado,
Greece, Holland, Kenya, and India, and has taught many courses
and given countless lectures on the history of native peoples in
California. Her influence in Mill Valley and Marin County history is
not limited to academia; she has been involved with many historical
societies and organizations. These include the California Mission
Studies Association, the Marin Museum of the American Indian,
the Bay Area Rock Art Society, the Sausalito Historical Society,
the Society of California Archaeology, the Miwok Archaeological
Preserve of Marin (MAPOM), and the Mill Valley Historical
Society. She formerly served as chairman of MAPOM. Her
children’s book, Adventures of Two Coast Miwok Children, was
published by the Mill Valley Historical Society in 2020.
Of all Goerke’s publications—articles, books, video essays,
and more—Chief Marin: Leader, Rebel, and Legend is her most
well-known and influential. The book, which was published first
in 2007 by Heyday Books in Berkeley, is a history of the eponymous
Chief Marin of the Coast Miwok people of Marin County. The
name “Marino” (which is used interchangeably with Marin)
was given to him as a baptismal name at Mission Dolores by the
Spanish. Born in about 1780, Marin’s original name was Huicmuse.
Chief Marin is a staggeringly meticulous chronicle of the
history of the Miwok people told through the experience of one
man of almost mythological proportions in local lore. The Coast
Miwok and Southern Pomo peoples, who comprise the Federated
Indians of Graton Rancheria, won federal recognition for their
tribe in 2000, a goal that Goerke writes in her introduction to the
book “is a testament to their strength and identity as Indians.”
Goerke’s writing is lyrical and precise. It weaves dense
historical knowledge with deft storytelling that feels as if it’s
out of a novel. She doesn’t only tell Marin’s story, though—she
writes of various Coast Miwok leaders and ancestors, including
Tom Smith, Maria Copa, and current-day leaders. Chief Marin’s
tribe, the Huimen, were a branch of the Coast Miwok, and Goerke
describes in great, lush detail where they lived, what they kept
as material possessions, and what they held in importance. This
history also includes the vast array of atrocities committed
against the Coast Miwok; the Spanish Missions are the most
Above: Betty Goerke, 2022, with the blanket she received in 2008, when
named Honorary Elder by the Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria.
Photo by Abby Wasserman.
Below: Jack Finney, 1962. Courtesy of the Lucretia Little History Room, Mill
Valley Public Library.
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notable players in the sustained attack on indigenous ways of life
in California.
Ironically, it was the Indians who helped to make the whole
[mission] system possible, by serving as a source of free labor
for growing food, for constructing and maintaining mission
buildings, and for performing various chores such as carpentry,
iron working, and weaving. The priests had the additional
responsibility of “civilizing” the Indians and supplanting their
native religion with Catholicism. Once introduced into this
system and baptized as Christians, the Indians lost their freedom.
They were forced to remain at the missions and were punished,
often by whipping if they tried to escape or if they failed to
follow the priests’ rules.

As the tale of Chief Marin and his people is unraveled within
the pages of the book, the notion that the Huimen and other such
tribes “disappeared” is routinely dispelled. Instead, Goerke’s
prose reveals that the Coast Miwok are very much still here
and deserve to tell their stories. This transforms what might
have been a stagnant tale of times past into a story of persistent
relevancy and perpetuity. It is in this hopeful conclusion that
Betty Goerke’s skills as a historian and writer, and her importance
as a Mill Valley resident and community leader, are affirmed.

Jack Finney
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I saw my father’s wooden filing cabinet, his framed diplomas
stacked on top of it, just as they’d been brought from his office.
In that cabinet lay records of the colds, cut fingers, cancers,
broken bones, mumps, diphtheria, births and deaths of a large
part of Mill Valley for over two generations. Half the patients
listed in those files were dead now, the wounds and tissue my
father had treated only dust.

The Body Snatchers is the odd post-war science fiction novel
that lends itself equally to being frightening and well mannered.
The usual tropes of action, intrigue, and goofy dialogue are
present, but there’s something grounded about Finney’s prose,
and the setting is part of that. The Mill Valley that protagonist
Miles lives in is of a bygone era, sure, but it’s also startlingly close
to Mill Valley now. The reason why may strike many as uncouth,
yet it remains compelling. Finney’s Mill Valley, overrun by these
haunting facsimiles of regular life, can very well act as a cheeky
foreshadowing of the gentrification that has flooded Mill Valley in
the past few decades. Of course, this is reasonably assumed to be
unintentional, as per Finney’s continued insistence on the lack of
allegories in his novels. No matter the meaning (or lack thereof),
the novel is an enjoyable, spooky read. Still, it’s undoubtedly
valuable to view The Body Snatchers through a discerning, local eye.
Jack Finney died in Greenbrae on November 14, 1995, of
pneumonia and emphysema. He was 84. Besides his scores of
novels and short stories, he authored plays and film adaptations,
supporting his family with his writing income. He never sought
the limelight, telling San Francisco Chronicle reporter Genevieve
Stuttaford “over a 1970 ginger ale” that he hated publicity and
preferred his work to speak for itself. “Besides,” he added, “authors
always seem to say the same things in interviews. I don’t find it
interesting unless there is some useful, practical advice given.”

Z

Jack Finney’s seminal science fiction novel, The Body Snatchers,
brought Mill Valley to a great swath of unsuspecting readers
when it was first published as a serial in Collier’s Magazine in
1955 and then as a complete novel. Centering on a group of main
characters as they attempt to survive the sudden wave of neighbors
and townsfolk being replaced by emotionless “pod people,” the
book was largely dismissed by critics, but garnered mass cultural
relevance almost immediately, leading to several film adaptations
and countless references in pop culture for decades to come.
As for the author himself, little is known about Jack Finney,
as he rarely spoke publicly and avoided interviews. Born Walter
Braden “Jack” Finney in 1911 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, he
attended Knox College in Illinois and worked in advertising
in New York City before moving to Mill Valley with his wife,
Marguerite (“Marg”) Guest, around 1950. He would reside in Mill
Valley for the rest of his life, writing in an austere room in the
back of the couple’s modest home, a man of quiet habits. Piazza
D’Angelo was their favorite restaurant, and he and Marg always
summoned the same cab driver, Cecil Boyd, to drive them there.
Finney never agreed to do a reading at the Mill Valley Library,
but in his 1977 novel Night People, he explains how the average
citizen could burglarize the place. “I was concerned,” then-Head
Librarian Thelma Percy told New York Times journalist Bob
Ickes in 1995. “The instructions were explicit. We didn’t want to
encourage that sort of thing.”
Despite numerous then-contemporary theories that The Body
Snatchers and its 1956 movie adaptation, The Invasion of the Body
Snatchers, were based on allegories of anticommunism and
McCarthyism, Finney always insisted it was just a story. Interestingly, in first editions of the novel, the town was called Santa

Mira, though the street names were all accurate to Mill Valley. In
later editions, Finney revealed that it was meant to explicitly be
Mill Valley all along, and the name was changed in the text to
reflect this, as in this brief excerpt:

Anyone who calls Mill Valley—and Marin County as a whole—
home likely knows how unbelievably lucky they are. But few
can say with full confidence that they have explored both their
natural and intellectual surroundings. Literature, in all its vast
and varied forms, carries a magic of place. Where something was
written and by whom is just as vital as the subject matter itself;
and when all three of these aspects are interwoven, something
truly remarkable is made. So, immerse yourself in this weird,
wild, and wonderful town. Framed by the redwoods, licked by the
lapping of the bay, hidden below the concrete of East Blithedale
and Miller Avenue are stories, told and untold. And who knows if
you will find a story of your own to write along the way.
Elodie Townsend is a second-generation Mill Valleyan. She attended Park
School, Mill Valley Middle School, and Tamalpais High School before receiving
her BA in English with a specialization in Eco Poetry from the University of
California, Berkeley. She has won several awards for both short fiction and
poetry. Although she now resides in San Rafael, Mt. Tamalpais will always be
her home.

The Oral Historian:

What’s Hidden
in Plain Sight
BY ABBY WASSERMAN

“I

From left: History Room Archivist Natalie Snoyman, Oral History Program Chair Debra
Schwartz, and oral history interviewer Abby Wasserman. Photo by Natalie Snoyman.

like to see what’s hidden in plain sight,” Debra Schwartz says,
her long blonde braid catching the sun. We’re sitting outside
the library with History Room Archivist Natalie Snoyman
talking about the Mill Valley Oral History Program. As a board
member of the Mill Valley Historical Society (MVHS), Debra has led
the program for seven years.
The Oral History Program was created in 1968 by Ruth and Joe
Wilson and the Library Association (later Friends of the Library).
In 1978, the Mill Valley Historical Society was founded and its
members joined the program as the primary interviewers.
Cate Mayfield, History Room librarian from 2014 to 2019,
encouraged creativity and outreach in the interviewing process.
Debra, who majored in Native American studies at UC Berkeley,
worked with Cate to make that happen. “It’s good for everyone to
know each other, be inspired by each other, even help each other
by telling their personal stories,” Debra says, “but it’s more than
that. Oral histories are respected in the academic community as
primary research, and it’s not just the politicians and city planners
who are important to interview. The story of a community isn’t just
on the surface. Below the surface there’s so much more.”
Natalie Snoyman, who succeeded Cate in 2020, agrees. “Over
the last seven years the interviews have become more representative and inclusive. In the future, I hope those efforts only increase
and that the entire Mill Valley community can see themselves in the
collection.”
The key to the program’s effectiveness is the collaboration
between the Historical Society and the library. MVHS provides
funds and the volunteer interviewers. The library provides the
recording equipment, transcriptions, editing, summaries, and tech
services. “As a steward of this collection, the library makes access
to these treasures possible. Patrons near and far regularly reach

out to the History Room to tell us how valuable it is to have access
to the oral history interviews,” Natalie says.
Being interviewed can be challenging, Debra acknowledges.
“Answering questions about yourself—not your public persona but
you personally—you’re opening yourself up for others to see. I tell
people who are nervous about parts of their interview that they
have the authority of their experience. I suggest they think of it as
a symphony—don’t concentrate on a single instrument.”
Here’s a small sample of the collection’s 181-plus treasures:
Mill Valley’s first Black schoolteacher Shirley Hasley (2007)
discusses the people, experiences, and attitudes that helped shape
her steadfast convictions. Cyra McFadden (2016) describes the
mixed reception of her novel The Serial, which engendered both
wild enthusiasm and bitter resentment, and recalls the shock of
suddenly becoming a public figure. Lorin Rowan (2016) recounts
the unfolding of his musical life and the role Mill Valley and its
environs have played in it. Dart and Esther Cherk (2017) describe
the heyday of growth in Mill Valley during the 1960s and 1970s,
and the involvement of local architects in designing public spaces
like the downtown plaza. Locke McCorkle (2018) reminisces
about Druid Heights and many of the people associated with the
legendary bohemian community. Chris McNamara (2021) shares
how his enthusiasm for climbing led him to illicitly scale the Golden
Gate Bridge and, with his brother Morgan, become part of the
youngest team to summit El Capitan.
Universally, people appreciate being heard, and in the oral
history process the benefit goes both ways. “Nearly every
interview has made my life richer,” Debra adds. “Each story opens
my eyes to more of our community. We want everyone in Mill
Valley to have that experience, to realize how remarkable the
people in this town are.”

To access oral histories go to mvhistory.org/oral-histories or millvalleylibrary.org/853/Oral-Histories. Browse by
era, topic, or name. Cate Mayfield’s 2015 Review article on the Oral History Program, “Giving Voice to Local History,”
can be read online at millvalleylibrary.org/DocumentCenter/View/1619/MVHS_REVIEW_2015-PDF.
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A FA M I LY T R E E O F J A PA N E S E D E S I G N

N

atural beauty is part of the fabric of Mill Valley. From
those living in summer homes in the 19th century to
our most recent neighbors, people are drawn to Mt.
Tamalpais, redwood forests, and the feeling that the wilderness is
just outside the door. This connection between home and nature
makes Mill Valley a perfect receptor for Japanese aesthetics.
Japanese gardens are a conduit between people and nature.
Done correctly, they give us refuge from our hectic and anxious
lives, connect us with the physical beauty of the natural world,
and recharge our batteries. Many traditional Japanese home
designs focus on an indoor-outdoor connection. Single-story
construction with sliding doors and screens open the home to the
outside, making the garden an extension of the living space. In
this arrangement nature is a part of daily living. Simply slide open
a screen and connect to the natural world without even putting
on a pair of shoes.
My own introduction to Japanese aesthetics comes from
working as a gardener at the Japanese Tea Garden in San
Francisco’s Golden Gate Park, but while studying the garden’s
history I learned that the garden’s connections with Mill Valley
residents reach far back to the 19th century.

BY STEVEN PITSENBARGER

below the Palace Hotel at 625 Market Street. He later expanded
by opening stores in Monterey, Santa Barbara, Pasadena, and
Coronado. At each of these stores he built Japanese gardens to
inspire interest in Japanese culture, in the process creating a
market for the art he sold. In 1894, with designer Toshio Aoki,
Marsh built the Japanese Village and Tea Garden in Golden Gate
Park as a concession for the California Midwinter International
Exposition. When the fair ended, Marsh sold or donated most
of what he had built to the park commissioners. Some elements
were moved to Mill Valley, including the Torii Gate, which was
placed at the entrance to his Miyajima retreat, and the theater,
which was converted to a guest house.
Marsh already had a Western-style home at 12th and Clement
in San Francisco, a Victorian designed by Newsom Brothers that
he referred to as The Richmond after his hometown in Australia.
The house is long gone, but the San Francisco neighborhood still

GEORGE TURNER MARSH

G

eorge Turner Marsh built his Japanese home in Corte
Madera Canyon (today’s Blithedale Canyon) in 1892. It was
not a Western-style home with Asian decoration; it was a Japanese
home built by craftsmen from Japan. There were tatami (woven
rush) mats for flooring, shoji (wood and paper sliding screens)
for the outer doors and windows, a tokonoma (a small alcove for
the display of art such as scrolls, ikebana, or even bonsai), and an
outdoor dining room under a canopy of redwoods. The gardens
were also Japanese in style, with imported wisteria and azaleas
mixed into the native landscape. The home was notable enough to
receive mention in newspapers across the country.
G.T. Marsh had taken a deep dive into Japanese art and culture
from an early age. He was born and raised in Australia by English
parents, and was 15 when his family moved to San Francisco in
1872. En route, their sailing ship stopped in Yokohama, and the
teenager was so taken with Japan that he asked if he could stay,
and his parents agreed. He worked for the English-owned Bourne
& Co., learning the intricacies of running a business. He studied
Japanese language, art, and culture, and in the process built
connections with saitori, middlemen who were liquidating the art
of recently deposed members of the Tokugawa shogunate. Much
of this art had been commissioned specifically by these once
powerful families.
When George joined his family four years later in San
Francisco, he opened G.T. Marsh & Co. Japanese Art Repository

George Turner Marsh, undated. Together with designer
Toshio Aoki, Marsh built the Japanese Tea Garden in
Golden Gate Park in 1894.
Opposite: Roof lines of the Wilson home in Mill Valley.
Yoshikuni Shimoi was chief designer and builder.
Courtesy of Sue Wilson.
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George Marsh’s Japanese house, built in 1892, in Corte Madera (Blithedale) Canyon,
Mill Valley. Courtesy of the Lucretia Little History Room, Mill Valley Public Library.

bears the Richmond name. His summer retreat in Mill Valley
was an opportunity to build something closer to what he had
experienced in Japan. He brought over carpenters Nakatani and
Ito to build something the San Francisco Chronicle called “the first
and only of the kind in the United States.”
Over time Marsh continued to build to his fancy. In addition
to the original Japanese house, he added the Robinson Crusoe
guest house (also called the Owl’s Nest in some newspaper
accounts). This was likely built with materials from the theater
that had been removed from the Japanese Tea Garden in 1894.
He built an aviary, a barn, and a tree house called Cuckoo’s Nest.
He initially fought against the building of the Mount Tamalpais
Scenic Railroad, fearing that noise and activity would disturb his
quiet retreat. But after he was offered shares in the business he
withdrew his opposition and ended up with his own train stop.
There are romantic stories of honeymooning couples in the tree
house, fundraisers, plays, and parties. By all accounts, Miyajima
was a wonderful escape from the drudgery of the day-to-day. He
made full use of this property by using the space in a way that
connected with the surrounding natural beauty.
That once spectacular scene is long gone. A fire took out
the Cuckoo’s Nest and Robinson Crusoe buildings in 1899. The
original Japanese house was lost to a fire on Christmas night in
1925. Another fire struck in 1929, and then George Turner Marsh
was killed in a car crash near San Jose in 1932. What was left of
his Miyajima retreat was cleared by the fire department in 1943.
It is still beautiful in a quiet, lonely way. The remains of some of
the foundations and fireplaces are visible in the deeply forested
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canyon, and the ornate details of a couple of lantern bases
remain. But there isn’t much to mark its memory beyond the
name of the street that takes you there: Marsh Drive.

THE NEWSOM CONNECTION

T

hose around Mill Valley in the 1950s might remember
the Greenwood Tree. Samuel and Sylvia Newsom opened
their store on 19 Sunnyside Avenue in September 1951. A bonsai
nursery, their store also sold “many articles to add to the pleasure
of indoor and outdoor living.” In those early days, visitors likely
would find Sylvia running the store with an infant in a playpen,
because Sam’l (a nickname his father also used) was out doing his
business of designing Japanese landscapes.
Sam’l Newsom came from a family of architects and designers.
Among them was his father, of Newsom Brothers Architects.
Sam’l’s mother had died at his birth and his father passed away
when the boy was eight. Young Sam’l grew up with cousins and
other relatives, and from the beginning had to find his own path
in the world.
In the midst of the Depression, Sam’l found himself at a
turning point in his life. His business was failing and he was
unattached, so he asked himself what he would most like to do.
The answer was to study Japanese gardens. The only real place
to do that in 1934 was at the source: Japan. He only had about
$450 to his name, so he went to see George Whiteside Marsh, a
son of George Turner Marsh who was operating the Japanese art
business his father had created. They agreed that Marsh would
fund Newsom’s trip to Japan, and in six months Newsom would

return to coordinate a Japanese landscaping business for Marsh’s
art store. It turns out that six months was not enough time to
learn that ancient art form. Sam’l stayed in Japan from 1934 until
1939, immersing himself in the world of Japanese gardens. It
resulted in the publication of multiple books on the subject and a
long career designing Japanese gardens.
In early 1942 Sam’l found out that the Hagiwara family,
caretakers of the Japanese Tea Garden, would be forced away
from their home and business as a result of Executive Order
9066. He offered to hold onto their possessions as his way to pay
back the kindness he received while he was in Japan. Sam’l had a
mostly undeveloped property up on Molino that he had inherited
from his family. He built places to store the more than 32
truckloads of furniture, artwork, and plants that were sent over
from San Francisco. He held onto these items for the Hagiwaras
for the duration of the war and beyond. The family, unable to
negotiate a return to the Japanese Tea Garden, finally held an
auction to liquidate the bulk of these possessions in June of 1950.
In the mid-50s, Audrey Fraser of Piedmont visited the
Greenwood Tree. She and her husband, Dr. Hugh Fraser, had
acquired a collection of the Hagiwara family’s trees at the auction
and wanted Newsom to design a Japanese garden for them. He
made the trip to the East Bay to have a look and quickly informed
the Frasers that their English half-timbered house was a bad
match for a Japanese garden. He refused the work, and needless
to say, Mrs. Fraser was not pleased. The Frasers built their
Japanese garden anyway and included the Hagiwara trees.
Fast-forward to 1963. Mrs. Fraser died that year, leaving in
her will the wish for the trees to be returned to the Japanese

Tea Garden. Despite the previous snub, she asked that Newsom
design a space in the garden for the returning trees. Sam’l was
delighted to take on the project and with funds from Dr. Fraser,
a large waterfall over the main pond in the garden was built to
house the collection of trees. Think of it: Those trees had begun
with the Hagiwaras, had spent time in Mill Valley on Newsom’s
Molino property, traveled to Piedmont with the Frasers, and now
were back full circle in the Japanese Tea Garden. The dedication
for Sam’l’s new design took place on April 1, 1966, 12 days after
Dr. Fraser, having fulfilled his wife’s parting wishes, passed away.
In addition to Sam’l Newsom’s books and his impact on
gardens and art in Mill Valley and beyond, his personal Japanese
garden on Eugene Street lives on today. It is lovingly maintained
by his daughter Sylvia “Chipps” Newsom Barsky and her husband,
Alan Barsky. Shaded under redwoods are azaleas, camellias, yews,
tidily clipped boxwood hedges, and tall timber bamboo surrounding
a small pond flanked by stones rich with character. The stones are
a distinct bluish-tinted schist from the Tiburon Peninsula. Sam’l
dug those up when he was building a garden for Mrs. Stewart
Hopps in Belvedere back in the 1950s, when Sylvia was running
the Greenwood Tree. The beautiful pond and garden are on full
display through the picture windows of the Newsom Barsky home.
This house was once a barn on the Throckmorton Avenue
estate of the builder Harvey Klyce. Harvey’s son Melvin, also
a contractor-builder, had been using the barn as a shop for
the production of doors and windows when he sold it to Sam’l
Newsom and helped the Newsoms convert the structure into a
home. During this period Sam’l also became friends with Melvin’s
son Al, of the next generation of Mill Valley Klyces.

Sylvia and Sam'l Newsom in their
garden's bonsai nursery, circa
1951. Courtesy of Sylvia "Chipps"
Newsom Barsky.
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AL and SHOKO KLYCE

i

f you have hiked or biked the Old Railroad Grade fire road
up from West Blithedale you may have noticed, above the
flowing creek, the greenish patina of copper shingles on the roof
of a small Japanese structure. This meticulously constructed tea
house belongs to Al and Shoko Klyce.
Al Klyce’s family of builders goes back beyond his grandfather
Harvey, who moved here from Tennessee. As a young man
Al considered a life as a minister, but an introduction to Zen
Buddhism through Alan Watts changed his mind on that front.
Stints as a social worker and studies in piano eventually gave
way to his interest in learning Japanese carpentry. A series of
connections led to an introduction to Tomitaro Nishikawa in
Kyoto, Japan, with whom Al apprenticed for two years. This was
the beginning of his career as a builder, which brought him full
circle to his family roots.
While at a Kyoto hotel that was being remodeled, Al and a
young female employee locked eyes as he spoke to her in his broken
Japanese. Weeks later he was near the hotel and decided to stop by,
hoping to see her again. He didn’t know her name but remembered
the number on her lapel, so he asked at the front desk if they
knew who number 536 was. This is how Al met Shoko Kageyama.

Tea culture has a long history of influence in Japan and in
Japanese garden design. As it turns out, tea also played a role in
the lives of the Klyce family. Al’s parents did not immediately
warm to the idea of their son’s Japanese wife. Sam’l Newsom,
living next door to Al’s parents, was Al’s good friend despite their
three-decade age difference. Sam’l and Sylvia would invite Melvin
and Mabel Klyce over for tea at the same time as their son and
daughter-in-law. Over time and over tea, these visits helped the
parents warm to their newest family member.
The Klyce home in Blithedale Canyon was built almost
entirely by Al himself. The design is not strictly Japanese;
what attracted Al to Japanese architecture was the way it made
him feel. So he took the shapes and applied them to western
applications. Shoko has deep artistic roots; her father was a
painter who created works on ceramics for Emperor Hirohito. Al
and Shoko understand that perhaps the most important element
in Japanese design is the use of space. The word for this concept
is ma. Ma is what we typically think of as negative space, but more
accurately, ma is the space in buildings, gardens, art, and music
that is full of possibilities. The space between objects—the pause
in a garden path, the silence between notes—that allows us to
breathe, relax, and engage.
At the Klyce home, the garden (inspired by Kyoto’s Entsu-ji
garden with its borrowed scenery from nature) and the tea house
are integrated into the natural landscape in a way that feels
congruous. The most satisfying feature of the tea house may be
that one hears the sound of the creek below while sitting on the
soft tatami.
The growing real estate values in Mill Valley have resulted
in properties that are developed to their maximum financial
value. The natural landscape is buried under the weight of square
footage. The Klyces’ home is integrated into its surrounding
environment. Simply stepping inside induces a sense of peace
and well-being. Its ongoing conversation with nature cannot be
measured in material wealth.

Above: Al and Shoko Klyce, 2022.
Photo by Abby Wasserman.
Left: Tea house built by Al Klyce.
Photo by Steven Pitsenbarger.
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THE WILSON HOME and GARDEN

O

ften in Japan, wealth is not shown in an ostentatious
manner. Fine craftsmanship with an attention to detail is
how you judge the level of resources that have gone into a space.
An exquisite gateway is the only indication from the street that
the home built by Sue and Ian Wilson is no ordinary Mill Valley
residence. Here, the clean lines of perfectly fitted wood joints,
smooth plaster walls, and imported ceramic roof tiles begin to
tell the story of the level of thought and care involved in what
lies beyond.
Beyond the gate a stone path guides you down through the
garden to the house. One can only imagine the size of the crane
required to set the many tons of boulders used in the steps and in
the castle-style wall that shores up the hillside. The mix of Japanese
maples with native plants and their judicious pruning lean toward
a zoki no niwa, or naturalistic style. The sound of a waterfall
chases away distractions as the steps descend to a full view of
the house. If it weren’t for the familiar oak and redwood trees, it
would be easy to imagine this as a different place and time.
The house is made up of two offset tile-roofed structures.
The kitchen, living area, and small bathroom are in the larger
public structure. A bedroom, dressing room, and full bathroom
occupy the smaller private structure. The two are connected
by a covered outdoor passage, called an engawa. In addition to
connecting the public and private portions of the home, this
wooden deck functions as an outdoor extension of the living
space. The two structures are not very large by modern standards
for homes of equal monetary value, but the engawa and garden
beyond add to the expansive feel of this home. In addition to the
finest materials and craftsmanship, the most pleasing element
is that in every direction is a full view of nature. The sound of
water and the movement of trees are all one hears. There are no
views of downtown San Francisco, or power lines, or neighbors’
rooftops—just Mt. Tamalpais and trees.
Time and distance are often relative. The Wilson home,
completed in 1996, resides in the same canyon where George
Turner Marsh’s Miyajima was built a little over a century before.
It most closely resembles the sukiya shoin style perfected in
Japan 400 years ago, but the house functions beautifully for 21st
century living. The Wilsons initially consulted with Al Klyce
about this project but decided to go with Yoshikuni Shimoi
as its chief designer and builder. The garden was designed by
notable landscape architect Bob Murase with the help of master
stonemason George Gonzalez.
As impressive as the home and garden are, the home’s owner is
the real gem here. This perfect retreat from the world would not
exist without the knowledge, creativity, energy, and willpower of
Sue Wilson. Sue and her late husband, Ian, both hailed from South
Africa. They lived in China for some time due to Ian’s work but
began to conceive of this home when they lived in San Francisco.
They loved how the picture windows of their city apartment
brought the outside in. They spent years studying designs, finding
the right property, pulling in the best designers and builders. There
are minor adjustments to the Mill Valley house to accommodate

Sue and Ian Wilson’s garden, designed by landscape architect Bob Murase with
help from master stonemason George Gonzalez. Courtesy of Sue Wilson.

classic proportions and materials to fit their lifestyle. The tatami
mats are made of a synthetic that can withstand pets and western
furniture. Yet the Wilsons remained true to the concept of uniting
the indoor living space with the outside. This serene home may
feel like a complete escape from the world, but when it comes to
the natural world, it is fully engaged.

USHIMATSU TASHIRO and THE LANES

T

here are enough Japanese-influenced homes and gardens
in Mill Valley to fill a book. The places covered here have
more than a connection to the island nation across the Pacific;
they are connected by the people who created and lived in them.
One last home and garden tell a story that goes beyond the ways
in which we integrate ideas from other cultures. It also touches
on how we choose to handle the integration of people.
Myrna and Irving Lane currently own the home at 129
Marguerite. Like Sue Wilson, Al and Shoko Klyce, and the
Newsom Barskys, they were most gracious in sharing their home
and their stories. The Lanes did not build this house, but their
interest in learning and preserving what came before them is
largely responsible for what follows here.
This house was built by Ushimatsu Tashiro. Born in Japan
in 1876, he made his way to the United States in 1905. By 1910,
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Left: Ushimatsu Tashiro (right) with his
wife and children and neighbors, circa 1920.
Courtesy of Myrna and Irving Lane.
Opposite: Stone steps leading to Ushimatsu
Tashiro’s gate on Marguerite, Mill Valley.
Photo by Steven Pitsenbarger.

he was living on Marguerite, just up the street from the Marsh
estate, as a boarder in a house full of carpenters. By 1912 he was
able to buy his own lot at 129 with a $10 gold piece. He built his
home as well as several others in the area, including one still
standing at 175 Marguerite.
Tashiro was successful in his building business, but life
threw hardship his way. His wife Yuki died young, possibly from
tuberculosis. His teenage son Takanobu took his life at age 15.
The local headline in the Mill Valley Record was “Tragedy In
Local Japanese Colony.” Japanese individuals were often lumped
together as being part of a “colony” in American cities. It pointed
to their separateness in the eyes of many white Americans. Scores
of early 20th century editorials painted a picture of immigrants
from Asia as unassimilable.
This idea of Japanese immigrants and their descendants as
separate certainly contributed to the internment of 120,000
people of Japanese ancestry after the bombing of Pearl Harbor.
Tashiro made sure his remaining child, daughter Miyako (who
also went by Margie), was added to the deed of their home in
1941. He may have feared difficulty in handing down the property
should something happen to him. Both father and daughter
were sent to the Granada Relocation Center in Colorado, which
became known as Camp Amache.
Unlike many Japanese Americans after the war, Ushimatsu
Tashiro was able to reclaim his home and business. He may
have been able to rent his house during the internment because
Hyrum Avare was listed at 129 Marguerite in a wartime telephone
directory. After returning to Mill Valley, Tashiro housed many

other Japanese families who were not so fortunate. One story
indicates that three families lived in a room below the main level
of the house, and used sheets to create dividers between them.
The Tashiro family is long gone from Mill Valley, but the house
and garden remain. The impressive entrance gate on Marguerite
may have come from the 1915 Panama-Pacific International
Exposition, but we don’t know for sure. Connections to this fair
are difficult to confirm among the many structures, statues, and
even bonsai that have similar origin stories. The garden is now
maintained by Dennis Makishima. Dennis is well known in the
Japanese gardening world. He has apprenticed more than 100
students who’ve gone on to work, teach, and create professional
organizations. Dennis believes that after an initial pruning, the
gardener needs to watch the tree and work with it to go where the
tree wants to go.
Perhaps that can be a philosophical mindset for the continued
development of our land here in Mill Valley. We would do well to
take cues from the approach of generations of Japanese designers
and gardeners: to listen to nature in regard to form and use of
space. This approach to future development could contribute to
a Mill Valley that is both sustainable and a desirable place to live
for many generations to come.
Steven Pitsenbarger is a historian and horticulturist. He has been a gardener
at the Japanese Tea Garden in Golden Gate Park since 2007 and is a member
of the board of directors of the North American Garden Association.
For a video of his 2021 talk on the Tea Garden for the Mill Valley Historical
Society First Wednesday Lecture Series, go to: mvhistory.org/march-2021first-wednesday-talk-japanese-gardens-with-steven-pitsenbarger/.
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Jewish
Lights
in Mill
Valley

BY MARLEY TOWNSEND AND ABBY WASSERMAN

T

he Jewish history of the Bay Area is deep and
complex, spanning all facets of culture, from arts to
commerce, music to spirituality, politics to literature
to sports. However religious or secular, however
varied in personal histories, Jews have had an
important hand in shaping the Mill Valley we know today.
People of all faiths from all parts of the world flocked to
California during the gold rush of the mid-1800s hoping to strike
it rich. According to the documentary film “American Jerusalem:
Jews and the Making of San Francisco,” by 1870 San Francisco
was a thriving city of 150,000, of which some 10% were Jews—the
largest Jewish population outside of New York City. In contrast
to towns and cities elsewhere in America, where Jewish citizens
were considered outsiders even after a generation, California
offered a place to assimilate, work hard, and excel, and even in
some cases, like Levi Strauss and Adolph Sutro, to build vast
commercial empires.
Mill Valley was rural then, with a few hotels, tent camps, and
small concessions catering to the hikers who passed through
on their way to mountain trails. When the Tamalpais Land and
Water Company began to parcel off and sell land in 1890, William
Agazelow, Mill Valley’s earliest recorded Jewish resident, was
one of the first to buy a parcel. A Russian cigar maker by trade,
he had settled in Wisconsin before pressing on for California. It’s
not known how he made his living during his early years here,
but in 1909, despite opposition by some local businessmen—
and with the support of Lovell White, the Tamalpais Land and
Water Company’s second president—Agazelow was granted a
concession in Old Mill Park to sell refreshments, which operated
for the next 14 years. Thousands of hikers greeted him on the way
to and from their walks. The family also owned a shop near the
train station, selling cigars and other items, including Christmas
trees and handmade baskets. By 1910, William, his wife, Mary, and
their four children, Leonard, Henry, Oscar, and Elizabeth, were
living in the house William had built at 69 Lovell Avenue. The
sons were among the inaugural graduates from Summit School.
William Agazelow’s son Henry served with the Medical Corps
in World War I and suffered severe shell shock at Verdun when a
bomb exploded near him, killing several comrades. Following a
long recuperation period, he took a journalism course and worked
with the Associated Press in San Francisco and in the East Bay
with the Alameda Times Star. He never fully recovered and died of
pneumonia in Willits on August 20, 1920. He is memorialized on
the “Doughboy” monument at the Marin Civic Center.
When William Agazelow died in 1923 at age 64, his obituary
called him a man of active mind and liberal views, “a student
of European history who knew by experience the deplorable

Oscar Agazelow, front row, right, with Summit School Class of 1910.
Courtesy of the Lucretia Little History Room, Mill Valley Public Library.

conditions of life in Russia, yet he had respect for law and
government and became a loyal citizen of the United States when
he adopted it as his country, and he made of his children loyal
Americans.”
Oscar, Leonard, and Elizabeth retained the 69 Lovell property
until 1935, when it was put up for sale. By that time Mill Valley
was growing fast and changing every year. It was far removed
from the vacation tents and stark railroad tracks of its beginnings,
and was becoming a focal point of art and entrepreneurism in the
cool shadow of the mountain.

Lighting the Way
It’s impossible to walk through Mill Valley without being
reminded of the town’s Jewish past and the people who made a
difference. Entering town from the south, through Tam Junction
and up Miller, you can see the current home of the Marin Theatre
Company, begun as the Mill Valley Center for the Performing Arts
by a group including Sali Lieberman, a Jewish immigrant from
Switzerland, and Elza Burton from New York City. Dr. Rudolf
Wolff, a refugee from Hitler’s Germany, treated Mill Valleyans
at his modest office on East Blithedale at Millwood, saving lives
with his early diagnoses of polio in the 1940s. At a beautiful old
wooden church at East Blithedale and Sycamore Avenue, painter
Lucienne Bloch, daughter of composer Ernest Bloch, taught art to
countless Mill Valley kids. Next door to the (now vacated) Bank
of America building on Throckmorton and Corte Madera Avenue,
her husband, artist Stephen Dimitroff, framed art for virtually
everyone in Mill Valley.

The Activists
Bob and Elza Burton arrived in Mill Valley in January of 1966
from Manhattan for his job with New York Life Insurance Co.
Both were schooled in the New York Society for Ethical Culture,
founded in 1876 by Felix Adler, a German-born Jew and son of
a rabbi. The movement proclaimed a vision of humanity united
in common concern for ethical values. The Burtons embraced a
worldview that focused on social justice, ethical responsibility,
and community, an upbringing their daughter, Abby Burton,
cites as a central reason for their work in arts, politics, and
environmental stewardship. It was, she says, a culture of “doing
right for its own sake. This is always how they’d been. I don’t
know how much of it was because they were Jewish.” The
family’s connection to Judaism was somewhat distant. “They
didn’t engage in religion. They celebrated Christmas as a secular
festivity, not Hanukkah, and didn’t go to temple.”
When the Burtons moved to town, houses were still affordable
and people greeted each other on the street. Businesses filled
most every need of the community. Teachers, firefighters, and
laborers could afford to live here. At the same time, real estate
firms united to keep out people of color. The uphill fight to balance
the racial scales was led in no small part by Jewish residents. In
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City and County presentation on January 4,
2018, thanking Bob Burton for 50 years of
service. Elza and Bob Burton in foreground,
with (left to right) County Supervisor Kate
Sears; Councilmembers Jim Wickham and
Stephanie Moulton-Peters; Abby Burton;
and Councilmembers Jessica Jackson and
Sashi McEntee. Courtesy of Abby Burton.

his oral history, Bob Burton told interviewer Stella Perone about
his introduction to the Mill Valley City Council. A neighbor
approached Bob and Elza, urging them to attend a council meeting
to block the building of 12 rental units in town. “They were not
rich people, so where they got that attitude is quite beyond me,”
Bob said. At the meeting, motives were revealed. “I opened my
comments with, ‘I would like to remind the vice mayor that if he’s
correct that people with incomes below average are uncomfortable
in the community they live in, then I guess half the people in Mill
Valley are uncomfortable.’ And the place broke up. And then I went
on to be very, very blunt and say, ‘Look, when you say let’s keep
Mill Valley green, why don’t you be honest? You mean white.’”
That moment was life changing. It got Bob noticed. He was
appointed to the planning commission in 1967 and elected to the
city council in 1972. He served two terms as mayor.

The Journalist
“They were first-generation Americans making a fresh start away
from Brooklyn and the Jewish community,” said Ellen Mundell,
speaking recently of her late father, San Francisco Chronicle
executive editor Bill German. “They were looking for a place
to start their own lives. My father’s parents were uneducated,
they spoke English but wrote poorly. As much as they supported
him, my father remembers that his parents couldn’t help him
with school applications or communications. He was like other

The Humanitarians
Alan Barnett, a humanities professor, and his wife, Ruth, a
potter born in Czechoslovakia, settled in Mill Valley in 1963 with
their three children. Their years here were marked by political
activism: They worked for withdrawal from Vietnam, organized
opposition to the Gulf War, and raised environmental awareness.
College of Marin history professor Walter Turner cites the
Barnetts as “two of the most impressive allies that the Marin City
community had, especially during the years of the Black Panther
Party. They were groundbreakers for supporting change and
building the Peace and Freedom Party.”
After retirement, Alan published articles about the systemic
racism in Marin and the need for public oversight of law
enforcement, long before many people’s eyes opened to the issue.
The Barnetts believed strongly in standing up for those who
couldn’t stand up for themselves, or those who could but were
not heard. Alan was honored both by the Marin County Human
Rights Commission and the Marin Chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union for “lifetime humanitarian activity.”
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Bill German, San Francisco Chronicle executive editor, in
his office, circa 1990. Courtesy of Ellen German Mundell.

intellectuals who wanted more of a bohemian life and to prove
that they could make a better life than their parents. California
was a fresh start.”
Growing up, Bill German spoke a little Yiddish and went
to religious schools, then turned away from religion while still
identifying as a Jew. After graduating from Columbia Journalism
School in 1941, he was hired as a copyboy at the San Francisco
Chronicle and immediately moved with his young wife, Gertrude,
to Mill Valley. “They rented a little cottage on upper Lovell
Avenue until my father went into the Army,” Mundell said. “His
hearing was damaged during artillery practice and he got an early
discharge. A VA loan allowed them to buy a newly built home on
Plymouth Avenue and later they bought the house at 150 Lovell,
where my brothers and I grew up.
“My father was a serious man, wholly involved in his work at
the newspaper. His was of the generation that believed that you
don’t give up on things. If you’ve made mistakes you go back and
correct them and keep working until you get it right. He didn’t
involve us with synagogue or shul, but he would show me and my
brothers books on Jewish history. He had a huge library of Jewish
literature and humor and was interested in Yiddish music.”
Bill German died in 2014, age 95. “When he was dying, my
daughter Leah, who is very involved in Judaism, would call and
sing old Jewish lullabies to him,” Mundell said. “He may not have
believed in God, and he was not spiritual; he was a pragmatist.
But he always identified with the Jewish people and honored our
history, language, and culture.”

The Musicians
New York-born musician Philip Fath’s parents were socialists.
In his oral history for the Mill Valley Library, he told interviewer
Debra Schwartz, “[With] many immigrant Jews at that time, my
father belonged to a left-wing workers organization. They were
working people who were dedicated to making life better for
workers, and this organization had a branch in each [of the four]
borough[s]…and each one had a band.” Phil and his brothers
played in these bands—it was Phil’s introduction to music.
Growing up in Brooklyn, he was surrounded by other Jewish
families, but his own was passionately secular. He was never bar
mitzvahed because his father believed in the Marxist dictum
“religion is the opiate of the people.” Judaism was a religion that
taught ethics and values by which one should live. Fath played
clarinet with the Cleveland Orchestra under George Szell before
being hired by the San Francisco Symphony and moving west. He
and his wife, Iris, reached Mill Valley in 1961 and bought a house
on Lovell Avenue for $25,000, where he still lives. He played first
clarinet in the San Francisco Symphony while teaching at five
area schools, including Stanford and UC Berkeley, then became
first clarinetist in the San Francisco Opera Orchestra, a seat he
occupied until his retirement. “I had an artistic career that was
so fulfilling,” Fath told Debra Schwartz. “I can’t believe it myself.
Now that’s behind me. I’m happy, proud, I feel good about it, and
now it’s another turn, and my goal is to be as good as I can be to
my two children, and to everybody.”

Philip Fath, 1980. Photo by Gene Cohn. Courtesy of the
Lucretia Little History Room, Mill Valley Public Library.

Bella Resek, 1980. Photo by Gene Cohn. Courtesy of the
Lucretia Little History Room, Mill Valley Public Library.
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Voice teacher Bella Resek, called by the Pacific Sun “one of Mill
Valley’s super-ladies,” was born Bella Fischer in Klosterneuburg,
near Vienna, in 1895. An opera singer and master of arts graduate
from the Vienna Academy of Music, she and her husband, Max,
left Europe in 1938 when Hitler annexed Austria and the country’s
Jews lost their rights. Their flight took them first to China, a
refuge for many European Jews. During their 11 years in Shanghai,
Resek coached prominent Chinese opera singers. In 1949 the
Reseks moved to Mill Valley, where she soon had many pupils.
She was the first teacher of bel canto soprano star Jane Marsh,
winner of the 1967 international Tchaikovsky competition in
Russia. Madame Resek also raised orchids. She told the Pacific Sun
interviewer in 1970 that she loved Mill Valley, “even the hippies.”
She died at 93 on September 24, 1988.
Composer Rita Abrams, who moved to Mill Valley in 1969,
wrote her song “Mill Valley” and recorded it with the Strawberry
Point School, launching the town to name recognition on radio
stations worldwide. Born in Cleveland, she maintains her years in
Mill Valley were not particularly colored by her Jewish identity.
She had friends of many different backgrounds; what linked
them was a love of the town and an artistic bent. “Judaism was
really not a consistent or active part of my 48 years living in Mill
Valley, though when I did occasionally attend services or Jewish
weddings, I could always feel my Jewish roots, and still do.”
Abrams notes a particular kind of Judaism here, one built on
inclusivity and progressivism. The drive to help others achieve
harmony—or tikkum olam, translated as “world repair”— is a
tenet of Judaism whether a person is religious or secular. For
some Jews, God is found in one’s connection to other living
beings: people, animals, nature.

Lou Wasserman, circa 1940. Courtesy of Abby Wasserman.

The Intellectuals
Lou Wasserman’s parents were Jewish immigrants who fled
Russia in 1890, fearing conscription into the Tsar’s Army. They
spent decades moving around the Midwest, sometimes as the
only Jews in a town. They kept a kosher household and spoke
Yiddish to each other while insisting that their 14 children speak
only English. Both parents died before they reached the age of
50, and the family scattered, the younger children absorbed into
the older ones’ households. At 19, Lou and his 17-year-old brother
became guardians of three younger sisters. As soon as the girls
were able to live on their own, he left the Midwest, determined to
follow intellectual pursuits. He was a PhD candidate in political
science at UC Berkeley when he and his new wife, Caroline,
moved to Mill Valley in 1937. He was soon hired by Tam High
principal E.E. Wood to teach history and rhetoric.
Over the years Caroline and their three children attended
the nondenominational Community Church, while Lou enjoyed
lively discussions with the minister, Gordon Foster. In the 1940s
Lou was a popular speaker on politics and government and served
on the Homestead Valley Sanitation Board. His book Modern
Political Philosophies and What They Mean was published in 1944,
and three years later he was hired to teach at San Francisco State
College. He created the college’s first course on Marxism, ran
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Milton Moskowitz in his office, circa 2015. Photo by Liz Rollins Moskowitz.

the annual college lecture series, and led study tours abroad. Just
before retiring in 1968, Lou served as president of the Northern
California Political Science Association. He died in 1982 at age 75,
not long after a deeply nostalgic reunion with his extended Jewish
family in Nebraska.
When Carol Townsend and Milton Moskowitz moved from
New York City to Mill Valley in the 1970s, they saw it as a chance
to reinvent themselves. Milton, an economic journalist, was
born in the Bronx; Carol, whose birth name was Freedman,
retained the surname of her first husband, a Gentile. Laird
Townsend, her eldest, describes the couple’s relationship with
Judaism as complex: “Carol never denied she was Jewish, she
just never told anyone, either.” Milt, he goes on to add, had an
even more complicated outlook: “There were things he disagreed
with, things he’d put aside, and things he kept with him.” Their
involvement in social justice, music (Carol sang soprano in the
San Francisco Symphony Chorus), and literature was known
best by their friends, family, and colleagues rather than the town
at large. The importance of Jewishness in regard to their time
in Mill Valley cannot be denied, and though it was an essential
part of them as people, it didn’t necessarily surface in their
work. Carol, a journalist and publicist who founded West Coast
Syndicate (a distribution service for newspapers around the
country) died of cancer in 1995, age 62. Milton Moskowitz died
in 2019 at age 91. His third wife, Liz Rollins Moskowitz, recalled
fondly, “He wore his activism on his sleeve. He never shielded
himself, and could be feisty about politics.” Among his wellregarded books on economics are Everybody’s Business and The 100
Best Companies to Work For. He wrote the popular “Money Tree”
column for the San Francisco Chronicle.

The Athlete
Banners on the fences of Hauke Park’s fields celebrate the
work of soccer coach Dave Fromer, who founded Marin Soccer
League and has been a central figure in the popularization of
soccer among the county’s youth for 35 years. As a player, he
was co-captain of the first team from the Western United States
to win the U.S. youth soccer national championship. From a
family of musicians, Dave, his brother Jon, and his son Reed have
performed gratis for decades in support of peace and justice
movements. The family patriarch, Irving Fromer, along with Alan
Barnett and many others, lobbied successfully for Mill Valley to
declare itself a nuclear weapons-free zone in the late 1980s.

M

f

ill Valley, it seems, exists in two worlds: One is steeped in
a richly textured history of art, spirituality, activism, and
the offbeat mixed with a pastoral enchantment that defines the
town’s wider public image; the other world is wealth, inaccessible
to those without means (and often to those who helped create
the town’s vibrant image in the first place). An integral part of
this mix is recognizing the role Jews played in contributing to
the town’s strong artistic legacy and creating a space in which

social activism was ingrained from the start. The vitality and
heart of Mill Valley would not be as strong as it is today without
Jewish Mill Valley. It’s an important revelation, especially for a
country that, according to the Anti-Defamation League, has seen
a troubling rise in antisemitic incidents since 2019.
While Mill Valley remains largely Christian, both in culture
and in religious practice, it is arguably the richness of the Jewish
community here that prepared Mill Valley for a future containing
a remarkable assortment of religious institutions. Consider:
Mill Valley has a Buddhist temple, a Zen sangha, Catholic and
Protestant churches, an Islamic Center, a Jewish green cemetery,
and nondenominational and secular gathering places, cemeteries,
and spiritual practices. Although there is no Mill Valley synagogue,
those who wish to attend services have many options: Temple
Emanu-El in San Francisco, the oldest synagogue west of the
Mississippi, officially established in 1850; Congregation Rodef
Sholom in San Rafael, founded in 1956; or Tiburon’s Congregation
Kol Shofar, established in 1964. The Osher Marin Jewish
Community Center, which opened in 1948, has played an inclusive
social and educational role in Marin County.
Back in 2017, a Mill Valley family put out a call to celebrate
Tu B’Shivat in Sycamore Park. The man spearheading the event
sent an email invitation to the Islamic Center of Mill Valley. It
was a gesture of support between the Islamic Center and Marin
Mishpucha, a “grassroots group of families with young children
in Marin who come together to celebrate Jewish community,
holidays, and other aspects of Jewish culture…or to simply get
together and hang out.” The event was a success, as chronicled
on the Jewish News of Northern California’s website. Attendees
spoke of the historic support in Mill Valley between these
communities, whether linked through an organization such as
theirs, or individually as neighbors and friends. Food was shared,
stories were told, and songs were sung. It’s happened before,
it’s happening now, and it will continue to happen. During Mill
Valley’s nondenominational Winterfest celebration in 2021, there
were Christmas carols at one end of the plaza and at the other,
Rabbi Hillel Scop of Chabad Mill Valley (a Hassidic organization)
lit the candles on a larger-than-life menorah ice sculpture and
led voices in “Maoz Tzur” (the traditional Hanukkah song) while
children colored paper dreidels, the spinning top associated with
the Jewish holiday. It was a celebration of diversity.
What does Jewish identity mean to Mill Valley today? It is
ever-changing, growing, and shifting. Like many aspects of the
physical town itself, it defies categorization or conformity. From
person to person, generation to generation, it changes. There
is no one Jewish community, because the Jewish community is
diverse and widespread. It’s within the people and it’s reflected
within the music, the streets, the trails, the literature, and, of
course, the future.
Marley Townsend is an artist, filmmaker, public transit fan, and secondgeneration Mill Valleyan, now based in San Francisco.
Review editor Abby Wasserman is the daughter of Lou and Caroline
Wasserman.
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MEET THE
MOUNTAIN
RAILWAY!
43rd Annual MVHS
Walk into History
Sunday, May 29, 2022
Tours start at the Mill Valley Chamber of
Commerce office next to the Depot Café
and Bookstore on Throckmorton Avenue
and follow the route of Engine No. 9, the
“Lee Street Local,” and the Mountain
Railway as they made seven creek crossings
on their way through Blithedale Canyon.
Visit homes and hotels that lined the route
and meet the characters who made Mill
Valley history during the early 20th century.
Return to the Plaza at the end of the
walking tour via shuttle bus.
Go to www.mvhistory.org/annualwalk-into-history for reservations and
more information.
Marin County and City of Mill Valley
COVID regulations will be in place at the
time of the walk.
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